IT/business alignment is one of the main topics of information systems research. The main challenge in this respect ist the mutual alignment of business and IT structures. Services, applications, and domains constitute fundamental artifacts and are described for the proposed alignment architecture. Direct equivalents for the elements of the alignment architecture are missing at both business and IT side. They should be of coarser granularity than those artifacts that are linked by them. Existing methods can be integrated into the proposed approach. As an alternative a bottom-up approach is proposed and demonstrated by means of a case study for the building of domains as virtual, aggregated artifacts of the alignment architecture.
Introduction
Integration is often regarded as a primary subject for design-oriented information systems research (Rosemann 1999; Vogler 2003) . Integration is a complex concept, characterized by a variety of dimensions including a variety of attributes. Common integration dimensions are j Integration type (merging vs. linking), j Integration scope (intra-organizational vs. inter-organizational), j Integration object (data vs. functions vs. processes) or j Integration orientation (vertical vs. horizontal). Mertens (2007, pp. 1-10) provides a comprehensive overview of integration dimensions and attributes.
Among the different types of integration, the integration of business requirements with implemented IT functionalities is of particular interest. According to (Luftman 2005) "IT/business alignment" has been the most important topic for CIOs across various industries and company sizes for several years. The integration of business requirements and IT implementation is complex. (Henderson and Venkatraman 1993) propose a matrix where "strategy" and "processes" are differentiated on a vertical axis, while "business view" and "IT view" are differentiated on a horizontal axis. Based on the resulting four quadrants "business strategy", "IT strategy", "business processes & infrastructure" and "IT processes & infrastructure", four different integration perspectives can be differentiated.
Integration can be achieved by merging and by linking (Rosemann 1999, p. 5 f) . Different responsibilities, high complexity and limited flexibility of legacy systems often prevent integration by merging. For example, if information systems of different companies support the same inter-organizational business process within a value chain, merging integration becomes impossible due to the distributed responsibilities and different regulatory requirements of the parties involved. If different artifact types such as business requirements and IT functionalities have to be aligned, merging integration is also not possible. Even if merging integration was possible, it would not in every case be desirable in order to avoid the evolution of monolithic and hard-to-maintain information systems.
If integration is not realized by merging, linkage is the other option. In this case mapping mechanisms are of great importance. For example, IT/business alignment mechanisms need to map strategic business artifacts (e. g. products, goals), organizational business artifacts (e. g. processes, organizational structures) and IT implementation artifacts (e. g. data structures, software components).
So far, integration of artifacts using point-to-point relationships seems to be an obvious solution. However, in complex integration environments, it can be expected that each artifact involved is part of multiple point-to-point relationships. In these complex artifact structures, a change to a single entity causes a multitude of necessary subsequent adjustments. An example can be found in Cobol programming. When changing the processing logic of a program, it might become necessary to change of the data structures used ("read"). Furthermore, the structure of the processed file ("write") is changed, which causes modifications in all other programs that need to parse this data. With growing complexity of the structures involved and increasing change frequency of the entire system, point-to-point relationships become more and more inefficient. A solution to this problem is the establishment of indirect m:n relationships by using a "hub". A good example is the Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) concept (Kaib 2002; Linthicum 2000) which establishes an integration infrastructure for m:n linkage of software components. A multitude of point-topoint connections between software systems is replaced with a linkage system to which each software system has one single point-to-point connection ("adapter") . This implies that many direct connections are replaced with few adapters.
However, EAI only links software systems and other hub-and-spoke architectures also focus on linking artifacts of the same kind. IT/business alignment must link different types of artifacts (e. g. process activities must be linked to software components). Therefore, m:n relationships should be established by means of a central mapping infrastructure. From an architectural point of view such a mapping mechanism is placed "between" business and IT structures.
The goals of this article are to 1. demonstrate that IT/business alignment can be supported by linking integration using an m:n mapping mechanism, which will achieve significant improvements compared to point-topoint connections 2. derive the architecture for this mechanism from analogue mechanisms developed in systems theory, computer science and economics 3. propose mapping artifacts to enable linkage of business and IT artifacts using indirect m:n relationships 4. show that besides a top-down approach to design mapping artifacts, bottom-up design is reasonable as well 5. demonstrate the contribution by presenting a case study of a telecommunications supplier using the bottom-up approach for domain identification as mapping artifacts. The structure of the article follows a process model in design-oriented information systems research (Rossi and Sein 2003) : j "Identify a need": The necessity of an m: n mapping mechanism "between" business architectures and IT architectures is identified in the first section. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the terminology and the architectural understanding used by the authors. The available knowledge of similar mechanisms in systems theory, computer science and economics is discussed in section 3. The extent to which existing mapping mechanisms can be adapted for IT/ business alignment is analyzed on the basis of findings in related work. 
Terminological foundation
Product and service descriptions, goal definitions, process specifications, organizational structures, etc. are business artifacts and therefore covered by the business architectures. Software components, data structures, etc. are IT artifacts documented by IT architectures. Contrarily to these, the above described mapping mechanism for IT/business alignment is a virtual artifact for the purpose of "translating" between the two architectures. It is neither part of business architecture nor of IT architecture. The fundamental artifacts used to build mapping mechanisms are called enterprise services. Enterprise services serve to map j IT functionalities (e. g. functionalities implemented by software components and data structures) on the one hand with j activities (business structures necessary for process execution) on the other hand indirectly and with n:m capability. Enterprise services must be of coarser granularity than the linked business functionalities and activities to prevent the flexibility advantage gained (compared to point-topoint connections) being outweighed by In addition to enterprise services as fundamental mapping artifacts, organizations use applications and domains to support the top-down approach and the communication of the mapping architecture. Applications and domains are virtual artifacts as well, since they support IT/business alignment and are neither part of business architecture nor of IT architecture.
The architectural layer representing enterprise services, applications and domains is called the alignment layer. The artifacts within the alignment layer are referred to as alignment artifacts and form the alignment architecture. The alignment layer is introduced to complete the architectural representation of an organization in addition to one or more business layers (representing products, goals, processes, organizational structures, etc) and one or more IT layers (representing software components, data structures, etc.), and therefore implement the integration needs of IT/business alignment by m:n linkage. Due to the virtual nature of artifacts of the alignment layer, special requirements and challenges arise for the design and management of such artifacts. Despite 'only' being represented by virtual artifacts, the alignment architecture is no less important than business-related and IT-related architectures. While a business architecture is designed in order to achieve process effectiveness and process efficiency (Winter 2008 ) and while IT architectures strive for technical design goals such as reusability, scalability and performance, the alignment architecture has its very own design goals, such as e. g. creation of transparency, (linking) integration, simplification and/or flexibility (Winter and Schelp 2006) .
Decoupling mapping mechanisms in systems theory, computer science and economics
This section introduces basic principles of mapping mechanisms using the knowledge and vocabulary of general systems theory. Applications of this concept in computer science and economics are subsequently presented.
Decoupling mapping mechanisms in systems theory
The problem of complexity is the starting point for decoupling in systems theory. The complexity of the environment is always higher than the complexity of the system in focus. Due to limited capacity, the system is not able to establish direct point-to-point relationships to each environmental element. Possible ways to deal with this problem are ignorance (not responding to certain environmental aspects) or bundling and generalization (responding in the same way to different environmental aspects).
Generalization intercepts the direct point-to-point relationships by bundling on the system side or on the environment side. Systems that intercept disturbances of the environment locally without distributing the disturbances to other parts of the system are called ultrastable systems (Ashby 1981, p. 48) . The interdependencies of system components can be reduced or intercepted by using multistage systems (Luhmann 2002, p. 169) . This interception of dependencies is also referred to as 'loose coupling' (Glassman 1973; Luhmann 2002, p. 171; Weick 1976) . The opposite of 'loose coupling' is 'tight coupling' which does not usually occur in natural systems.
The greater the extent to which tight coupling is implemented within a system, the more vulnerable the system is to changes: Disturbances to components can influence the entire system. This problem was especially addressed in the discussion on high technology systems, since 'tight coupling' approaches were often implemented in this context (Luhmann 1991; Perrow 1999) . Systems theory proposes the "containment" concept to overcome this problem: A containment can serve as wrapper which again follows the principles of 'loose coupling' (cf. Fig. ) (Luhmann 2002, p. 171) . The containment represents the semantic of the original, direct m:n linkage and prevents every change in system A from having to be propagated into system B.
With the containment artifact, systems theory justifies the benefit of a loose coupling mapping on a generic level. Using the containment mechanism enables artifacts of the same type as well as artifacts of different types to be decoupled. Containment artifacts can be implemented by means of real or virtual artifacts. In the following, application examples of this generic linkage mechanism found in computer science and economics are presented. These relate exclusively to cases where different types of artifacts are decoupled using a virtual mapping architecture.
Decoupling mapping mechanisms in computer science
An obvious example of an m:n capable, virtual decoupling layer as claimed in section 1 and generically described in section 3.1 is the ANSI/X3/SPARC 1975 standard for databases. This guideline, also known as three-layer database architecture, requires that a conceptual layer serves for decoupling purposes 'between' data usage models (external layer) and data implementation models (internal layer). Instead of directly linking implemented data structures (e. g. records, indices) to data usages (e. g. figures in reports), a conceptual data model serves as a virtual linkage layer. This allows an additional view on the database architecture where data storage and data usage can be modified independently (logical and physical independence) (Date 2000) . The decoupling benefit of this mapping architecture is sufficiently high to justify the creation and maintenance efforts for the additional layer.
Business requirements and IT systems tend to change autonomously, e. g. due to regulatory changes (business requirements) and release changes for standard software (IT systems). As a consequence, IT/business alignment is a continuous process which can be based on the inteReplacing direct m:n relationships with m: and :n relationships represents a specific solution. A general solution for coarsening is the replacement of direct m:n relationships with m:x and y:n relationships, where m>x and y<n. The following figures illustrate special solutions for the purpose of simplification; however, the explanations also remain valid for a general solution.
gration architecture. Similarly, autonomous changes occur for data implementation (e. g. technical performance optimization) and data usage (e. g. query changes). The conceptual data model integrates all possible queries and implementations. As a consequence, the integration architecture for IT/business alignment should also be independent from implementations in order to be able to represent as many requirement variants as possible as well as to ensure decoupling and create the business-focused analogy of physical and logical data independence.
Other IT-related linkage architectures such as e. g. the data warehouse system (Devlin 1997; Inmon 1996) or Enterprise Application Integration (Kaib 2002; Linthicum 2000) are less appropriate examples in terms of the requirements defined in the first section: These mechanisms decouple artifacts of the same type which are not subject to autonomous changes on different architectural layers.
The findings of the ANSI/X3/SPARC example can be summarized as follows: j An additional architectural layer 'between' data usage and data implementation is created. j This architectural layer primarily serves as a "translator" of the linked architectures and belongs neither to data usage nor to data storage. j The additional architectural layer decouples artifacts of different types on different architectural layers. j Direct m:n relationships are replaced by m:1 and 1:n relationships. j Modifications of artifacts on the decoupled layers do not necessarily need to be propagated.
Decoupling mapping mechanisms in economics
From the economic perspective, the market is a good example of a mapping mechanism. The market organizes the matching of participants' needs and maps the supply and demand for goods. Therefore, it is not necessary for each market participant, e. g. with a certain demand, to find an appropriate counterpart (and offer to supply accordingly), to establish direct point-to-point relationships and to negotiate e. g. on price and product definition. Assuming a certain number of market participants on both the supply and the demand side, it is more efficient to use the market as a mapping architecture (cf. the trade of goods and services. Today, markets are increasingly virtual, which makes decoupling even more effective, since more participants on the supply and demand side operate within the market (Kollmann 2001; Weiber and Kollmann 1998) . Of course, this interpretation of market mechanisms is strongly simplified as certain market functions such as price definition and product standardization are not considered. The similarities between the market example and the computer science example based on the general systems theory concept become more apparent when product standardization is taken into consideration. Standards can constitute a mapping architecture for all kinds of artifacts. Many examples of standard-enabled decoupling can be found in the domains of information systems (Buxmann and König 1998; Buxmann et al. 1999; Meffert 1993) or process design in businessto-business environments (Dietrich 2008) . Standardization incurs implementation costs and cost to develop standard-compliant artifacts, and promises benefits from the interchangeability of standardized artifacts (Buxmann and König 1998; Shapiro 2001 ). The more users rely on a standard, the greater is the chance that benefits will exceed implementation costs (Katz and Shapiro 1994) . However, when standards remain very generic and less specific, the adaptation efforts are usually higher, and the immediate benefits are usually lower.
The most important characteristics of the market example (for standardized goods) can be summarized as follows: j An additional architectural layer 'between' supply and demand is created. j This layer may be, but does not necessarily have to be virtual. j The layer enables decoupling of different types of artifacts. j Direct m:n relationships are transformed into m:1 and 1:n relationships. j The artifacts on the decoupled layers can often be modified without effects for the other layers. j The implementation of the additional layer causes additional efforts. j The benefits of the decoupling layer increases as the number of linked parties rises (network effects). j The more specific the artifacts of the decoupling layer, the less benefit is gained from this layer.
A Decoupling mapping mechanism for IT/business alignment
Based on the requirements presented in the first section and following the examples outlined above, a mapping mechanism to flexibly support the integration of business and IT is introduced in this section. In a first step, requirements for the architecture and the artifacts are defined. In a second step, the artifact types are specified.
Requirements for the alignment architecture and the artifact types
The goal is to decouple business architectures and IT architectures so that changes to business-related artifacts do not necessarily have to be propagated into IT-related artifacts and vice versa. The conceptual model for the structure of such a mechanism is called alignment architecture. This is the focus of the following analysis. Furthermore, the implicit behavior of the alignment architecture and the additional explicit behavioral properties of the mapping mechanism are to be described. These aspects are a subject for further research activities on alignment architectures.
Fig. BSP matrix and STP matrix
Alignment artifact types are needed so that existing direct relationships between business architecture and IT architecture can be replaced by 1. m:1 relationships between business artifacts and artifacts of the alignment architecture and 2. 1:n relationships between artifacts of the alignment architecture and IT artifacts. By establishing m:1 and 1:n relationships, a difference in complexity between the alignment layer and adjoining layers is needed in order to intercept the interdependencies between business architecture and IT architecture. As in the case of aggregation levels for business architecture and IT architecture, aggregation levels must also be considered for the alignment layer (Stünzer 1996, p. 73) .
In analogy to the examples introduced above, the proposed alignment architecture and its artifacts primarily serve as a translator between the linked structuresthey belong neither to business architecture nor to IT architecture.
artifacts of the alignment architecture
Based on the requirements summarized above, the artifact types enterprise service, application and domain are proposed. These artifact types are in hierarchical relationship to each other (cf . Fig. 2) . The relationship can but does not need to be strictly hierarchical, and therefore might be poly-hierarchical.
Enterprise services represent elementary bundles of business functionality, arranged due to collective support of business processes, usage of same information objects or collective reuse (Schelp and Winter 2008) . Each bundle is implemented by one or more software components (1: n relationship) and can be used in one or more business processes (m:1 relationship). Applications group enterprise services to collectively support business processes, use the same information objects or are collectively reused (Winter 2003) . Domains are groups of applications (and hence groups of enterprise services) which support coherent business processes, or use coherent software systems, or use coherent information objects and therefore form a designated integration area (Hagen 2003) .
In analogy to Fig. , 2 illustrates the alignment architecture for IT/business alignment. As in systems theory, computer science and economics, the decoupling layer is placed 'in between' the business and the IT layer. The alignment layer only serves as a translator between the linked structures and belongs neither to business architecture nor to IT architecture. It decouples artifacts of different types. Direct m:n relationships are dissolved into m:1 and 1:n relationships. Artifacts of the decoupled layers can often be modified without necessarily having to propagate the modifications into the other layer. It can be expected that the contribution of the alignment architecture will decrease as the specificity of the artifacts of the alignment architecture grows. Therefore, alignment artifacts should be more aggregated than the decoupled artifacts.
Construction specifications for artifacts of the alignment architecture
As a prerequisite for the systematic development of the alignment architecture, enterprise services, applications and domains have to be identified, enterprise services need to be reasonably grouped into applications and applications assigned to domains. Approaches to enterprise service design have been proposed only recently (Heutschi and Legner 2007; Schelp and Winter 2007) . These abstract design guidelines are composed on the basis of the respective goals. Therefore, the design of enterprise services can be data-oriented, process-oriented, or reuseoriented (Schelp and Winter 2008) .
Unlike enterprise service design, research and practice of application design has a long history (IMG 1999; Winter 2003) .
Based on approaches from the 1960s, IBM's Business Systems Planning Method (BSP, IBM 1984) found worldwide diffusion in the 1980s. BSP aims to group IT functionalities according to data use and thereby identify suitable applications. Alternatively, IMG propose the Systems and Technology Planning Method (STP, IMG 1999) for application design. In this case IT functionalities are grouped according to 'similar' responsibilities instead of 'similar' data usage (Fig. ) .
The systematical definition of domains has rarely been the subject of scientific contributions in information systems research. Practitioner approaches have been published by (Bath and Herr 2004; Hagen 2003) . Similar to enterprise service design, domains are built according to conceptual guidelines (e. g. "minimize interdependencies of elements in different domains and maximize interdependencies of elements within the same domain") using a top-down approach.
Existing construction guidelines for enterprise services and domains usually use top-down approaches. BSP does follow a bottom-up direction, but addresses only technical artifacts (such as IT functionalities and data structures) and is therefore STP also uses a bottom-up approach and does include technical as well as businessrelated artifacts (IT functionalities and organizational responsibilities), but does not consider data coupling or reuse in the proposed application design approach. If business-related and IT artifacts were analyzed and more than one coupling dimension was considered, this bottomup approach would be suitable to design coarse-grained alignment artifacts. Schelp and Winter (2008) use empirical research to show that design principles for enterprise services and applications are the same. Based on these findings, it can be assumed that the differentiation between enterprise services, applications and domains is related to the level of aggregation and not different design principles. In a multilevel hierarchy, domains can be subdivided into applications which can be further decomposed into enterprise services. The borders of these hierarchical levels depend on the aggregation.
We propose a bottom-up analysis of the relationships between business architecture and IT architecture to design alignment artifacts. Depending on the level of aggregation of the relationships analyzed, the result will be enterprise services, applications or domains.
The following section presents a bottom-up approach to identify alignment artifacts using the example of domain clustering.
An explorative bottom-up approach for the identification of alignment artifacts using the example of domain clustering
In the following section a formal clustering algorithm is applied to identify domains on the basis of organizational architecture and software architecture. In order to use such an algorithm, a model of organizational architecture and software architecture is needed. First, the underlying meta model is presented. Afterwards, the clustering algorithm is introduced and the prototype described.
Proposed meta model
Our modeling approach focuses on the representation of links between the business layer and the IT layer. The respective meta model considers the following elements in a simplified manner: j Business processes on a high level of aggregation j Software systems on a high level of aggregation j Relations which reflect the usage of a software system to support a business process j Interrelations and interfaces between software systems which support a business process In order to enable consistent modeling on any desired level of detail, input and output elements are introduced as connectivity elements (Fig. ) .
2 To enable application of the clustering algorithm, the instance of the meta model has to be consistently modeled at the desired level of detail. It is especially crucial that there are no 'gaps' in the model, which would render the clustering results useless.
Formalization of domain building
Instances of the alignment architecture meta model can be transformed into a graph. In the following sections we will give a short introduction to graph theory and algorithms for graph partitioning. Thereafter we will introduce our implementation of these algorithms for clustering business-related and IT-related artifacts. Since the analysis takes place on an aggregated level of detail, the resulting clusters constitute domain candidates on the alignment layer.
A graph consists of vertices V and edges E. All elements of our model (business processes and software systems) can be considered vertices and their relations can be considered edges. The alignment architecture model can be transformed into a graph. All structurally relevant elements (business processes, software systems) can be represented as vertices and their connections (usage of software systems in business processes, control flows, software system interfaces) can be represented as edges. Graphs which are attributed by numerical values are called weighted graphs. Edges with a defined start and end are called directed edges. If this is not the case, the edges are called undirected edges.
The distance between two vertices is defined as the shortest path between them.
Connectivity elements primarily support consistent modeling. They ensure that continuous graphs can be drawn across various levels of detail within a model.
In the case of weighted graphs this distance is ca lled weighted distance (O'Madadhain et al. 2005, p. 6) . A graph with n vertices is represented by an n×n adjacency matrix A with elements:
In a weighted graph a ij represents the weight of the edge that links the vertices i and j. The degree k of a vertex i is defined as the number of edges that are linked to this vertex:
The existing models can be transformed into such graphs. In the first instance, the type to which the elements comply is irrelevant. They are represented as coequal vertices. The edges are adopted in the graph as undirected edges because direction information is not significant for the structural interrelations. The weights of these edges are derived from the number of edges connecting two vertices. A weight greater than one applies when two connected software systems are used in different processes.
As the most important criteria for domain building, the minimization of interdependencies between different domains and the maximization of interdependencies between elements within one domain (meaning the shifting of elements into a domain) can be extracted from the examples in section 3 as well as from the requirements in section 4.1. Even when considering small extracts from business and IT architectures, the application of such an instruction will soon become (Girvan and Newman 2002, p. 7822) unmanageable without the appropriate tool support. We therefore identified and applied algorithms which evaluate the togetherness of different elements from the structure of a graph. The semantics of the model elements are ignored, and only the model structure is evaluated. According to the analysis approach, all elements which are closely linked should form one domain.
Such problems are discussed using the key words graph partitioning or clustering. A cluster represents a set of elements which are similar in one form or another (O'Madadhain et al. 2005, p. 18 ). In the case at hand, a similarity emerges from the fact that different elements share a subset of neighbors. Girvan and Newman (2002, p. 7821 ) developed a clustering algorithm to determine communities within social systems. Such a system consists of a set of individuals (vertices) that have interrelations (edges). For example, a relation is assumed if two people know each other. How can communities be identified in this setting? Fig. represents such a system where clusters (communities) have been emphasized. Like Girvan and Newman, we have analyzed existing clustering algorithms in terms of their performance to detect clusters within graphs based on their structure.
In certain constellations (especially with vertices at the border of a graph which are linked to the graph by only one edge), these algorithms deliver poor results: Elements have been excluded from a cluster although they should be part of it. Other algorithms, such as the Voltage Clusterer (Wu and Huberman 2004) have also been tested, but did not produce useful results.
The "Betweenness" algorithm by Girvan and Newman does not try to find the central edges of a graph. Instead, it focuses on the identification of edges which are "least central" and therefore lie "most between" communities. In the past, this vertex betweenness has been studied as measure of the influence of one vertex on the graph. Proposed firstly by Freeman (1977) , the betweenness-centrality of one vertex i is defined as the number of shortest paths between pairs of other vertices which run across it. Girvan and Newman generalize Freeman's betweennesscentrality and define the "edge-betweenness" of an edge as the number of shortest paths between pairs of vertices which run across this edge. If there are communities in a graph, these are interlinked by only few edges. That means that the shortest paths between these communities run across these few edges. Therefore, these edges will have a high edge-betweenness. By removing these edges, the communities can be separated and the underlying structure is revealed. is the number of edges in the graph. If the degree k i of all vertices i is preserved but edges are spread at random in the network, the probability of an edge existing between vertices i and j is k i k j /2m. Thus the modularity Q is given by Values for Q range between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates that there will be no edges left in a community after a clustering, which would be expected according to the random allocation. Values for Q indicating a good clustering range between 0.3 and 0.7.
Prototypic implementation
The modeling and clustering approach for the presented context has been implemented in a prototype. Fig. shows part of a model that has been used in the prototype. The business processes have been represented as eventdriven process chains (EPC). In addition, the usage of software systems along the business processes, the interfaces between the software systems along the process flow, and the inputs and outputs for the hierarchical refinement of the models are represented.
The performance of the clustering algorithm used has been analyzed in a sequence of special test scenarios (Aier 2006) . Prior to the discussion on the application of domain clustering by the means of a case study in the following chapter,
Fig. Model transformed into a graph
the functionality will be demonstrated in a simple test scenario. Fig. shows the model belonging to the test scenario which has been transformed into a graph.
3 With 20 edges being removed, the modularity function reaches its maximum. After the application of the clustering algorithm and the removal of 20 edges ( Fig. ) the graph is separated into five clusters. Fig. shows the resulting clusters in a grouped illustration as well as the progress of the respective modularity function over the number of removed edges.
The presented approach aims at deducing a domain architecture on the alignment layer from the existing software and process structures by applying a bottom-up approach. For this purpose it is important to identify the central coupling elements. The clustering algorithm detects candidates for the domains on the alignment layer. A cluster equals an element onto which m elements of the business architecture and n elements of the IT architecture can be mapped. Thereby, Events and operators were eliminated while transforming the model into a graph since they have no impact on the structure of an undirected graph.
as many elements as possible are mapped onto one cluster -without losing too much specificity.
case study of a telecommunications supplier
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach beyond experiments with test models, an extensive case study was conducted. In the following section, the case is described first. Afterwards, the results of the evaluation are presented and discussed.
company and Scenario
The study was conducted at a US telecommunications supplier that operates worldwide. The company belongs to the Fortune-100 and accounted for revenues of 36.6 billion US dollars in 2007. The business unit considered produces, configures and sells professional radio systems to corporate clients and public sector clients worldwide.
The starting point for the case study was a project which aimed at aligning the complete software system landscape of the business unit in focus with the respective business structures. The case study set out to identify the latently existing structure of the totality of software systems and business processes in the form of domain models. Based on the domain identification, a redesign of the IT architecture was planned for those domains with a particularly high need for action. This was to lead to an efficient decoupling of independent artifacts and a stable IT/business alignment. The business area considered comprises about 100 software system components and about 400 activities -as well as the respective events, operators and relations in the process model.
The business process in focus spans unstructured market observation in preparation for a bidding process, the construction of the radio system at the integration center, the installation of the radio system at distributed locations, the operation of the system for about 25 years, and the subsequent disassembly and disposal of the radio system. As a first step, the business processes, the software system landscape and the interrelations between them were investigated by means of the inventory method and interviews. The findings were documented as an instance of the above proposed meta model and mod- eled with the prototype (Frank et al. 2007, pp. 152-159, 165-168) .
Results
By applying the clustering algorithm to the model, 44 domains were identified. Fig. 9 illustrates one of these domains as an example. The domains were named in the subsequent manual analysis, and 24 striking characteristics were documented in the cluster annotation report. For example, domains without IT support were noted, or elements were noted which were assigned to a certain domain but expected in another domain. Amongst these, there were six misassignments from a business perspective, nine obvious improvement potentials, and nine candidates for further discussion (e. g. expected business process changes or future IT support potentials).
The discussion of the clustering results facilitated an understanding of the latently existing structures among the stakeholders. It was a good exercise for understanding the interplay of software systems and processes as well as for detecting and understanding IT support gaps.
Finally, domain building was discussed with the respective process owners' IT representatives. As a result, it could be stated that the originated clusters were reasonable from a business perspective. Nevertheless, the clusters were partly surprising because they did not always reflect the officially specified organizational groups and competencies. However, it cannot be concluded that the organizational structure should be changed according to the clustering results. According to Frese (1993 Frese ( , p. 1021 , these entities/domains are no blueprints for restructuring large enterprises, but instead secondary structures spanning multiple business areas which act as a role model for the principles of "clarity" and "seclusion". In our context they represent coarse-grained alignment artifacts for integrating business processes and software systems by linkage. The alignment artifacts serve to decouple business architectures from IT architectures.
The identified domains represent artifacts of the alignment architecture which decouple artifacts of the adjoining architectural layers. Between the domains, it is necessary to check if the edges "deleted" by the domain-building process can also be consolidated in order to achieve the goal of loose coupling. The number of edges removed per cluster can be understood as a quality measure for business and IT architectures. In particular, software systems which have many edges to elements of other domains (e. g. the software system "COF" in Fig. 9 ) should be split up into different services on a more detailed level. This bears the biggest potential for further decoupling of architecture layers: Changes which affect only parts of the current "COF component" remain local.
A limiting factor of this approach can be seen in the strong dependence on careful and consistent modeling, since the model quality will have significant impact on the clustering results. At the same time, the approach delivers benefits by supporting analysis of business and IT architectures and designing the alignment architecture. Even in the case Fig. 9 Domain order management in the rollout of a radio system study scenario, the complexity of the structures was not intuitively manageable without the use of the algorithm.
Discussion: conclusion and outlook
This article focuses on the integration of business architectures and IT architectures, which is considered to be one of the core issues in design-oriented information systems research. Based on decoupling mechanisms found in systems theory and application examples from computer science and economics, virtual, coarse-grained mapping architectures are described and analyzed. An alignment architecture is proposed which replaces direct m:n relationships between business architecture and IT architecture by a linking mechanism. Therefore, changes to either architecture do not necessarily cause changes to the other.
Compared to existing approaches, the contribution of the presented approach can be seen in the following aspects: j Classical middleware, enterprise application integration and other m:n mechanisms in the IT domain are limited to link artifacts of the same kind. Only a new architectural layer with dedicated mapping artifacts can decouple artifacts of business architecture and IT architecture. j Even service-oriented architectures can increase flexibility by decoupling, but also focus on the link between the same artifact types. Service orientation on the business and IT side cannot solve the problem outlined in the first section. A systematic approach to align both architectures is necessary. Therefore alignment artifacts should be designed and structured in a service-oriented way. This is also important to enable consistent connections between artifacts that are preferably service-oriented too. j Reference architectures for information systems (such as Retail-H or VAA) represent proven and tested solutions that serve as a reference and are reusable to a certain extent. Alignment issues are not addressed in reference architectures because reference models represent one point in time and not a transition process. IT/business alignment is an important part of information management because the desirable but complex transformation of an architecture (e. g. based on a reference model) to achieve consistency between business and IT can easily be lost due to frequent changes on both sides. The alignment architecture presented in this paper addresses these dynamic aspects. It does not gain any benefits in a stable environment. As mentioned in the introduction to this article, our research process follows a common model for information system design research (Rossi and Sein 2003) . This process requires the evaluation of proposed artifacts. Therefore, after the proposition of bottom-up design of virtual alignment artifacts, the approach was implemented using the example of domain clustering and a case study was presented.
Future research is needed to integrate design approaches for the various alignment layer artifacts. Such methodology could (as shown above) follow a bottom-up approach, i. e. could be based on existing business-related and IT-related architectures. Alternatively, it seems possible and vital for checking consistency to deduct alignment artifacts from the high-level tobe business architecture and IT architecture. The particular challenge seems to lie in harmonizing the different design goals of business architecture (process efficiency and process effectiveness), IT architecture (reusability, scalability, performance, etc.) with the alignment goal of the proposed new layer. Then again, the results of a model-driven bottom-up approach can be used as a further perspective in topdown activities. The presented bottomup approach is based on as-is business and IT architectures. The "buffer" effect of the alignment architecture can be amplified by implementing "loose coupling" within the decoupled layers. Further research activities should investigate how bottom-up analysis of as-is architectures can support the design of to-be structures. The number of reduced edges per cluster can in this case serve as an evaluation measure.
While the decoupling characteristics of the alignment architecture do not imply consistency of the architectural layers, the hierarchical structure of artifacts nevertheless needs design policies. Furthermore, the question of whether only a combination of 1:n and m:1 relationships delivers efficient results, or if there are scenarios where directed m:n linkages lead to better results should be analyzed in detail.
So far the analysis of mapping mechanisms focuses on structural aspects. Further research is required to investigate
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Furthermore, an "infrastructure" for development and operation of an alignment architecture needs to be developed. This might include repositories for storing relevant parts of business and IT architectures. Such model repositories create the necessary transparency to develop the alignment architecture and to advance business and IT architectures.
At the same time, the achieved transparency is prerequisite to monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of this architectural approach over time. It would then be possible to measure e. g. what change frequency and what degree of complexity would justify the effort involved in introducing an additional alignment architecture.
